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Abstract: fn thN paper Jve pre,ren( [he short-term re[iabdi~
assessment problem os a risk mormgement problem, ~t,here the
uncer[amry involved IS rela(ed with [ransousslon outages and [he
consequences are tneusored by the dejtctt experanented b) ioads T>vo
new rnethodf are formulated and vnplemented m an academic lest
system
First, v e formulate the short-term re[labdl~ related twks associated
wIih the po: sib[hry OJ transmission fadures, whtch are measured
through the probabllty of several scenar!os MIconstderatlon and the
respecrlve consequences e.~perwnen(edby sotne market partlcipatrts,
in [11!.spaper the load cltrtatitnent
Second we develop a neu market-based method to allocate reserve
consdetvt?g explicit(v reltabiit~ reqalrertrenfs wbrni((ed by (he
demand in t;lls new method the et?er~ price after the occurrence of
conlmgerq {redispatch) n calculated after [heJact, dae (o (IIIsIssue
the method IScalled ex-post
Thwd, we~ormalate another market-based method to allocate reserve
CO>I~[derlng the reltub[l[(> requrremen( sabmrtted by the demand In an
explfclt way In IhIScase the enera gmcecalculated beforethe
occurrence qf contingency (redispatch} does not change, mdependem
[Jf the .r~stem condltlon, therefore the method ISculled ex-unte
Ftmdlj, we Lotnpare bodl new twthods m an ucadetmc [es: system
>vbere )te conclade that both metbod~ ullocate reserve jhl)l[mg pre -
.speclfiedrelioblhp reqaownenls The difference m allocation re.salts
in u difference m COSISbut not in reltabtlip level IVoreover, the
tradeoff M m between the econotntc slgna[ green by stabdt~ OJthe
energI prtce tn presence of contingencies and cost necessap to have
different amount of reserve
Kqwords: Short-[erm rellabiliij ussesstnent, rehobilly related
~isks rel[abtll~~requr~ement. e.v-postmethod e.~-antemethod

1 Introduction

One of the most difficult tasks after the deregulation
process in the electric energy industry is related with
the assessment of reliability. Moreover, it is proved that
some of the criteria and methods usually used by
System Operators in vertically integrated structures and
by Independent System Operators in deregulated
environments cannot guarantee a pre-specified
reliability level [1]. The results of this problem are
reflected through undesired interruptions and/or highly
volatile prices.

Furthermore, it IS important to recognize that it is no
longer realistic to expect that risks associated with
reliable service would necessarily be borne by one
entity. ancl not by the others, especially afier the
unbundling,process that is in place in the electric sector.
In order to take into consideration this important issue,
we unbundled the reliability problem considering that it
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actually represents different problems and interests,
ranging tlom power suppliers, through wire
(transmission and/or distribution) providers and, finally,
the customers.
Moreover, we point out that it is extremely helpful to
think of reliability primarily as a risk taking and
management process since one deals with the problem
of ensuring uninterrupted service despite unexpected
changes [2]. In an industry structure characterized by a
full corporate unbundling of generation, transmission
and distribution, responsibilities for risk taking have to
be clearly defined through a type of contractual
agreements between entities. This requires first of all
definition of reliability-related products for which there
are sellers and buyers, and technical “standards” are
replaced by contractual expectations.

As a result, the aim of this paper is to introduce two
different approaches to assess short-term reliability
considering it as a risk-management problem, The
paper is organized as follows: in Section 11 some
criteria and methods to assess reliability in the short-
term are presented, in Section HI the ex-post method is
formulated, in Section IV the ex-ante method is
developed, in Section V both new methods are
implemented in the same test system, and finally in
Section VI the main conclusions are summarized.

[1 Criteria and methods to assess reliability

In order to be consistent with the view of reliability as a
risk management problem, it is fundamental to
understand that risk management is related with the
quantification of potential failure and needs the answers
to the following three issues:

#1 What can go wrong within a system?

#2 How likely is the failure to happen?

#3 What consequence will the failure cause?

In this paper the occurrence of line outages is studied
(Issue #l), the probability of this occurrence is
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computed (Issue #2), and the cleticit experimented by
the demand is considered the state of interest (Issue #3).

Following with the trend of having a market to assess
reliability separated from a ma,rket to supply energy,
here is introduced a new way of formulating this
problem.

It is assumed that participants in this reliability-reserve
market submit bids to supply reserve (generation
reserve and/or interruptible demand), where the
performance criterion is to minimize the cost (bid-
based) of supplying reserve.

A@ c, (~1) (1)
,,

In contrast with the reserve requirement usually used
[3-4], a reliability requirement -according with the
requirements submitted by the demand- is explicitly
formulated. It is assumed that participants at the
wholesale level are able to estimate the value associated
with their reliability requirements.
~ Pr, /d<f, < P (2)

Additionally the reserve bids are constrained by
technical limits.
R;’n < R, < R?’ (3)

11.1 Reliability requirement (Issues #1, #2, and #3)

The reliability requirement can be either system wide or
user wide defined. In any case, the initial step is to
agree in the reliability index in order to quantify the
reliability level. Only as an illustrative example of the
methodology, in this paper the reliability index used is
the loss of load probability LOLP [5].

LI $p,ylenl-~t,ide reliabili~q reqziiwtnent P
For the system wide reliability requirement
formulation, P represents the maximum system LOLP
acceptable.
~ Pr, /clef, s P (4)

Where Pi-l represents the probability of the scenario ‘j”

considered, which in this model is the occurrence of the
single contingency of line ‘~’.
Pr, = Pr(F’), ~ Pr(0), (5)

The state of interest is the deficit experimented by the
load. In order to link the occurrence of this event with

the scenario “j” in study, Idej”, is defined as a function

that takes value one when there is deficit greater than
zero in any bus in the system On the contrary, this
function takes value zero.

(1 f~Pde~’ >0
Idef, = !

o otherwise
(6)

b, User-wide reliabili(v requlretnent <

Other alternative that is more suitable for a genuine
competitive electric energy industry is to define the
reliability requirement ~ according to the reliability

desired by the user located at bus i. It is here assumed
that there is only one user at each bus, however this
condition could be easily relaxed and does not affect
the main idea of the model.

(7)

As before, Pr, represents tbe probability of the single

contingency of line ‘~’ scenario.
Pr, = Pr(F), fj Pr(0), (8)

In this case Idef, is defined as a function that takes the

value one when there is deficit greater than zero at bus
“~’ for scenario ‘~’. On the contrary, this function takes
the value zero.

{

1 jfPde~’ >0
[de~, =

o otherwise
(9)

11.2 Transmission model (Issues #I and #2)

Regarding the stochastic behavior of transmission lines,
it is necessary to calculate the short-term failure
probabilities and the order of line contingencies to be
considered.

It is assumed that a line could be in only two states,
either in operation or in failure, The probability of these
two states can be calculated assuming a two-state
Markov chain model [6].

1-
A, —

Pr(F, /) = ‘f’ ‘1’

1

(11)
1,Pr(O, t,,), - ,u Pr(F. /,,), ~.,u, .,,,,

,li,+A,

Figure I and Figure 2 show the evolution in time of
both the probability of operation Pr(O,t)l and the
probability of failure Pr(F, t)l for line 1. and initial
conditions Pr(O,tf,)l= 1 and Pr(F,@i = O.
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Figure I:The evolution of probability of operation in
time.
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Figure 2: The evolution of probability of failure in time.

1
Both the line failure rate 2., = — and the line

E(TO),

1
repair ——rare ,u, = ~(Tr), are usually considered

constants, but in reality they can change with
investment in transmission system.

For t large enough Pr(O, t ), = Pr(0), and

pr(~, (, ), = pr(~), and the equations ( 10) and (1 I)

change to;

Pr(0), = -~.
E(TO)I

(12)
L(, +2, E(TO), + E(TF),

A
Pr(F), . --=

E(TF),
(13)

/[, + al E(TO), + E(W),

Where E(TO)I is the expected value of the time in
operation and E(TF)I is the expected value of the repair
time for line [.

It is essential to point out that most of the formulations
consider stationary equations ( 12) and (13) to model the
availability of lines, but in the short-term (hour)
Pr(O,[7), can be completely different from Pr(0), for

a specific time “t” and this issue needs to be properly
considered for a realistic short-term reliability analysis.

Furthermore, the use of stationary probabilities can lead
to an uneconomic overestimation of reserve
requirements resulting from the fact that the knowledge
of the system’s initial conditions is neglected.

Moreover, if we consider that a line has only 2 states,
and there are N lines, then the system has 2Nstates, To
give an idea of this number, consider 100 lines, the
number of possible states to consider is 2100=1,27e30,
So, it can be concluded that the consideration of the
whole possible system state space is not feasible.

However, not all the states have the same probability of
occurrence, therefore a reasonable assumption is to
consider a subset with the most likely states. To define
this subset, it is necessary to calculate the probability of
single line contingency scenarios and compare with
multiple line contingency scenarios.

Real examples show that it is reasonable to disregard
high order line failures and consider only single line
contingencies. For very specific cases double line
contingencies must be taken into account. After this
simplification the number of possible scenarios to
consider is reasonably small [7].

The next step is related with Issue #3, that is the
occurrence of deficit. This calculation strongly depends
on the method used for redispatch after contingencies.
In this paper we present two alternatives to do this, ex-
post and ex-ante methods, which are described and
analyzed in the following sections,

HI The ex-post method

111.1 Redispatch (Issue #3)

When a contingency “j” is present, it is necessary to
use the capacity Ri previously reserved. For the ex-post
alternative, the objective function is to minimize the
generation cost of the redispatch for each scenario “j”
analyzed. The occurrence of deficit is modeled as a
fictitious deficit generator located on each bus with
demand. For this alternative the energy price is defined
after the contingency, because of this fact we named
this method ex-post.

,,q~g, ~[~C,’(PgY )+ ~C’; (f’de~’)] (14)
,,

The minimization problem is constrained by the
following set of requirements:
The generation redispatched plus the amount of deticit
needs to be equal to the demand for each scenario “j”.

Vj (15)
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The amount of deficit experimented by a load located
on bus i cannot be greater than the respective demand
Pd, for each scenario’~”.

0< Pde~’ < Pd, Vj (16)

The generators cannot increase their generation in a
value greater than the amount that they have as a
generation reserve R,. In this model and only for
simplicity is assumed that generators can reduce their
generation up to zero MW.

0< Pg,’ s Pg, + R, Vj (17)

The topology, the generation, the deficit, and the
demand define the power flow on line 1for scenario ‘~’.

K’ = ~H\l(Pg\ + Pde~’ –Pal,)< fin’” Vj (18)

Lastly, the energy price for location i after the
redispatch and for contingency ‘~’, depicted in Figure
3, is calculated as:

P; ‘ =/V+ ~q; H/’, (19)
/

Where 2’ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with

the balance constraint for scenario j (15), and q; isthe

Lagrange multiplier associated with the transmission
capacity constraint for line 1and for scenario “j” (18).

SIM Wh

\
I

P:

L/,--------------------
P: ---------------

-. —------ .
P; ‘

MW

o %: P’g, Pg: Pg: “’”

Figure 3: Generation readjustment for the ex-post
method,

111,2 The ex-post method to assess short-term
reliability

In order to solve this optimization problem, the reserve
allocation (Section II) and the redispatch (Section 111.1)
equations need to be coupled to formulate the ex-post
method to assessshort-term reliability.
The objective is to minimize the cost of the reserve
allocation and the cost of the generation redispatch for
the set of scenarios in consideration.

This optimization problem is constrained by:
(21)

(22)

Vj (23)

Vj (24)

Vj (25)

Pd, ) < fi’’”” V~ (26)

This model can be implemented either for system-wide
reliability requirement P or for user-wide reliability
requirement P,.

IV The ex-ante method

iV.1 Redispatch (Issue #3)

An alternative way to implement the redispatch using
the capacity R, previously reserved is considering the

energy price p; fixed before the fact (contingency) and

independent of the system conditic MW equently we
named this method ex-ante.
As a result, the objective function for the redispatch is
to minimize for each scenario “j” the total cost of the
generation changes defined in the energy market. The
occurrence of deficit is modeled as a fictitious deficit
generator located on each load bus.

[

;(P:(APgy‘)- p;(APg; ‘))+1
A4in z ~C,’ (Pde~’)A/k:‘ V:V;’”‘m!,’ I

The optimization problem
following set of requirements:

I
;27)

is constrained by the

The net change in generation is defined by the
increment AF’g~’ and the decrement APg~’ in

generation for each scenario ‘Y”.

Pg; = Pg, + APg; ‘ – APg;””‘ Vj (28)
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The generation redispatched plus the amount of deficit
needs to be equal to the demand for all scenarios “j”,

~ Pg: + >~fde~’ = ~ Pd, Vj (29)

The amount of deficit experimented by a load located
on bus i cannot be greater than the respective demand
Pd, for each scenario “j”,

0< Pde~’ < Pd, Vj (30)

The generators cannot increase their generation in a
value g-eater than the amount that they have as a
generation reserve R,, In this model is assumed that
generators can reduce their generation up to zero MW.

O<Pg, <Pg, +R, Vj (31)

The polver flow on line 1and for scenario “j” is defined
by the topology, the generation, the deficit, and the
demand,
F‘ = ~ H:l (Pg: + Pde~’ - Pd, )s F,’’’’” Vj (32)

After the contingency “j”, the generation readjustment
is implemented considering the energy price p: fix as
depicted in Figure 4. In case that a generator located on

bus i increases its generation APg~’ , it losses the

equivalent to area I in the figure (in particular for
generators around the margin), on the other hand if it

decreases its generation APg~’(’‘ , it losses to make

profit equivalent to area 11. These facts should be
internalized by generators either through energy bids or
through reserve bids.

S’LIL4h

t

;A I
. -------

>;![M
—

0 Pg: Pg, P’q,’ P&r/ ‘“’”

1V,2 The ex-ante method to assess short-term
reliability

In order to solve this optimization problem, the reserve
allocation (Section II) and the redispatch (Section IV, 1)
equations need to be coupled, resulting the ex-ante
method to assess short-term reliability.

This optimization problem
set of constraints:

~ F%]Ide~ < P
/

R;’n < R, < R,’’’’”

J

J
(33)

is subject to the following

(34)

(35)

Pg: = Pg, + APg;”’ - APg:” Yj (36)

This model can also be implemented either for system-
wide reliability requirement P or for user-wide
reliability requirement P,.

v Comparison

In this section both new methods are implemented in
the same test system depicted in Figure 5. It is easy to
see that the energy demand located on bus 6
experiments 1 MW of deficit in case of outage of line
16, and the energy demand located on bus 8
experiments 10 MW of deficit in case of outage of line
48, Assuming that each line has the same probability of
failure equals to 0.01 and assuming only single line
contingencies, the reliability benchmark is given by the
probability of deficit LOLP=2*0.O1*(1-0.01)A7 =
0.0186.

Figure 4: Generation readjustment for the ex-ante
method.
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Figure 5: Power system example.

Ex-post method
To clear the energy market is assumed the following
energy bids, Mc,=5$/Mwh, MCz=l.5$/MWh,
MC~=3.2$/MWh, MCq=3.5$lMWh, and
MCS=1.2$/MWh, using the data given in Figure 5, and
the typical formulation for the energy dispatch [8]. we
obtain Pgl = OMW, Pgj = 100 MW, Pg3= 82 MW, Pgl
= 9 MW, and Pg5= 100 MW.
Here is assumed that all generators participate in both
energy and reserve markets, so we can calculate the
reserve capacity limit for the units as R,ma’= P~,maX- P~,
resulting RIM” = 200 MW, R1’nay= O MW, R3’”~y= 18
MW, RJmaY= 141 MW, and RS”8X= OMW.

Using the formulations given in Section 111.2for the ex-
post methodology, and the reserve bids
MCR,=O.5$IMW, McR~=2$/Mw, MCR3=0,2$IMW,
MCRq=l ,8$/MW, and MCRj=3,0$/MW the reserve
allocation results RI = 121 MW, Rz = O MW, R3 = 9
MW, Rq = 1 MW, and Rj = O MW, Therefore, the
reserve cost results $(121 *0.5 + 9*0.2 +1*1.8) = $64. I

Finally, it is necessary to simulate the operation of the
system for different single contingency scenarios, and
look for cases in which the system experiments deficit,
calculating its amount and the probability of this event.
The sum of the probabilities of all deficit states is the
well known reliability index LOLP.

Under this framework, and with this reserve allocation
the system experiments deficit when either line LIfj or
L18is out of service, the respective deficits for buses 6
and 8 are 1 MW and 10 MW, and the probability of
deficit is given by LOLP=2*0.01 *(1-0.01)A7= 0.0186.

deficit, we can see that they coincide exactly with the
benchmark that it is being used as a comparison.

Ex-ante method
For this case, and using the same test system and data,
the energy market clears in the same way as before Pgl
= OMW, Pgz = 100 MW, Pgj = 82 MW, P% = 9 MW,
and Pg5= 100 MW.
The energy prices on generator buses calculated
according to [8] are pie = 3.35 $/MWh. pze = 3.25
$lMWh, P3’= 3.2 $lMWh, P4’= 3.5 $/MWh, and p; =
3.45 $/MWh.

As in the preceding example, here is assumed that all
generators participate in both energy and reserve
markets, where the reserve capacity limit for the units
are calculated as R,ma’= P~,maX- P~,,consequently RIM”
= 200 MW, R~maX= O MW, R~ma’= 18 MW, F&m”=
141 MW, and Rjma’= OMW.

Using the formulations given in Section IV.2 for the ex-
ante methodology, and the reserve bids
McR,=o.5$/Mw, McR~=2$/Mw, McR3=o.2$/Mw,
MC~= 1,8$/MW, and MCR5=3.O$/MW, the reserve
allocation results R, = 121 MW, Rz = O MW, R3 = 18
MW, ~ = 1 MW, and R5 = O MW, Then, the reserve
cost is $(121 *0.5 + 18*0.2 + 1*1.8)= $65.9.

Lastly, it is necessary to simulate the operation of the
system for single contingency scenarios and look for
cases in which the system experiments deficit, calculate
its amount and its probability. The sum of the
probabilities of all deficit states is the reliability index
LOLP.

Under this structure, and with this reserve allocation the
system experiments deficit when either line L[Gor line
L4Bis out of service. The deficit values are 1 MW or 10
MW on buses 6 and 8 respectively, resulting a
LOLP=2*0.01 *(1-0.01)~7 = 0.0186.

If we compare the scenarios where the system
experiments deticit, the load that is affected, the amount
and the probability of it, we can see that they exactly
coincide again with the benchmark that it is being used
for the comparison.

The reason for this coincidence is the correct inclusion
of transmission equations in the reserve allocation
procedure and in the approach to define the amount of
reserve required considering a clear reliability
requirement as explained in sections II, 111and IV.

VI Conclusions
If we compare the scenarios with deficit. the load that
experiments it, its amount, and the probability of
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In this paper we formulated the short-term reliability
assessment problem as a risk management problem,
where the uncertainty associated is related with
transmission outages and the consequences are
measured by the deficit experimented by loads. Two
new methods were introduced and implemented in an
academic test system.

First, we formulated the short-term reliability related
risks associated with the possibility of transmission
failures, which are measured through the probability of
the scenarios in consideration and the respective
consequences experimented by the load. The lines were
represented through two-state Markov models using
time dependent probabilities. The state of the lines at
the time of calculation is assumed to be known.
Moreover, in this paper we only considered single
contirtgenc> scenarios.

Second, we formulated the ex-post method as a new
market-based method to allocate reserve considering
explicitly the reliability requirement submitted by the
demand. In this formulation the price for the energy
used in the redispatch should be calculated after the
occurrence of the contingency.

Third. we developed the ex-ante method as another
market-based method to allocate reserve considering
the reliability requirement submitted by the demand in
an explicit way. In this case the energy price after the
occurrence of contingency (redispatch) does not
change, independent of the system condition.

To finish. we implemented both methods in an
academic test system where we verified that both
methods allocate reserve fulfilling pre-specified
reliability requirements submitted by the demand. The
difference in reserve allocation resulted in cost
differences but not in reliability levels. Furthermore, the
tradeoff analysis should be done between the economic
signal given by the stability of the energy prices in
presence of contingencies and the cost of having
different amount of reserve. More specifically, in the
ex-ante method the risk of receiving a price for the
redispatched energy lower than the current marginal
production cost is taken by generators. On the other
hand, in the ex-post method the risk of having higher
prices after the contingency is taken by the demand.
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